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• Applicant: Jens Jørgen Mortensen (Matthew Smith - NOMAD2)

• Name of code: GPAW 21.6.0

• Scientific/technical area: Chemistry

• Programming: C, Python with MPI parallelism

• Platform: MareNostrum4
– 2x24 Intel Xeon Platinum 8160 at base frequency of 2.1 GHz

• Scale: 1 (48) to 4 (192) nodes (processes) for a strong scaling test

• POP collected the performance data, code has been compiled with Intel compiler 
2018.4 and Intel MPI

• Tools used: Extrae 3.8, PyPOP & Paraver 4.8

• Input test case is named: popgw.py 

● Libraries: ScaLAPACK (OpenBLAS) and FFTW
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• Simulation consists of two runs: 

– First run computes the GS (Ground-State computation, performs the DFT part of the code, this 
part have been profiled in POP_AR_143), it runs with K = 4 and on 1 node, for ~20 sec;

– Second run computes the GW, it uses the output from the first run (gs.gpw) and with the 
aforementioned parameters (K=4, 1 node), runs for ~120 min; 

• Parameters set-up:
– Atoms = mx2(‘ZrO2’) # molecule: Zirconium dioxide
– Number of atoms = 3 * N * 1 * 1 # where N = 2;
– K =4 # number of groups of k-points for the GS simulation;
– GS with PW mode with cut at 600 eV;
– GS parallel={'domain': 1} # 1 total number of boxes for domain decomposition
– GW with cut at 300 eV;
– GW-eiganvalue corrections for 6 k-bands (from 8 to 6 in IBZ);
– Total of 36 sets of wave functions (6 k-points * 6 bands);
– Nblocks = 8
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Test case Set-up
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GW structure: bad scaling list of functions

On the table the exclusive runtime timing (in seconds) for the 
functions which are not scaling. Values are for 1, 4, and 8 
nodes. 

The most time consuming part of the code is Dyson eq., 
followed by EXX, Kohn-Sham, and Hilbert transform. 
The total runtime for those 9 parts of the code is a significant 
portion of the total runtime.

In the last row, the Speed-up of the whole application is 
presented. Already on 4 nodes the scaling is very poor. The 9 
parts of the code listed represent the main bottleneck in the 
GW run and reason for the poor scaling of the whole 
application.
By increasing the node count, the fraction of total runtime 
spent in the 9 parts of the code increases, on 1 node is 58%, 
on 4 nodes is 81%, and on 8 nodes is 87%.

Moreover, the time inside EXX, Initialize PAW 
corrections and Calculate CHI_0 increases wrt the 
node count.

Number of nodes (1 node = 48 processes) 1 4 8

 EXX: 555.44 558.797 571.16

 Kohn-Sham XC-contribution: 528.15 531.46 516.04

    Hilbert transform: 260.62 259.68 246.70

    Initialize PAW corrections: 683.62 686.31 696.40

    redist: 148.34 148.04 138.90

   Dyson eq.: 1,170.94 1,178.53 1,156.64

    Hilbert transform: 519.36 526.88 517.05

    redist: 65.49 76.80 55.61

   Calculate CHI_0: 330.772 349.535 521.75

Sum of these 9 parts (minutes) 71.05 71.93 73.67

Whole simulation runtime (minutes) 121.78 88.35 85.12

Speed-up plot of whole simulation 1.00 1.38 1.43
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POP Metrics Terminology
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1. Global efficiency = parallel efficiency * computational scaling
- Measures the combined cost of inefficiencies in the parallelisation and any increase in useful computation

2. Parallel efficiency = average (useful computation) / runtime
- Measures the cost of inefficiencies from the parallelisation
- If the code is perfectly parallelised → runtime = average (useful computation)

        - Useful computation excludes time within MPI

3. Load Balance = average (useful computation) / maximum (useful computation)

4. Communication efficiency = maximum (useful computation) / runtime
- Measures the cost of inefficiencies from adding the MPI
- If time overhead of MPI = 0 → runtime = maximum (useful computation)

5. Transfer efficiency = ideal runtime / runtime
-  ideal runtime would be the runtime on an infinite bandwidth and zero latency network
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POP Metrics Terminology
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6. Serialisation efficiency = maximum (useful computation) / ideal runtime
- Measures remaining cost of MPI
- this inefficiency arises because of dependencies between MPI communications

 
7. Computation Scaling = Instruction Scaling * IPC Scaling * Frequency Scaling.

- Measures any increase in useful computation
- Ratio of sum of time in useful computation (i.e. excluding time in MPI) relative to the reference case (i.e. 1 Node = 32 MPI 

          processes);
 

● IPC scaling = ratio of instructions per cycle (IPC) to the reference
● Instruction scaling = ratio of total number of useful instructions to a reference case
● Frequency scaling = ratio of processor average frequencies to a reference case   

Note: 
- Values of 1 represent ideal performance for all metrics;

- Values higher than 1 may occur only for Scaling metrics;

- POP metrics have been calculated using the Additive Metrics (see https://pop-coe.eu/further-information/learning-material );

https://pop-coe.eu/further-information/learning-material
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GW run region of interest

Top panel shows the Useful computation timeline window for the 1 node case. In blue, regions with high useful computation time, in 
green, regions with short bursts of useful computation. Bottom panel shows the MPI calls timeline window. MPI calls are not present in 
the region with high useful computations. The whole GW run has been defined as the region of interest.
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POP metrics and speedup scaling plot

The POP metrics generally range from 0 up to 1, which 
would be ideal behaviour. The scaling metrics can exceed 
1. Metric values higher than 0.8 are considered good.

Instruction scaling is the worst POP metric. The replication 
of instructions is the main cause for the very poor scaling of 
the application. 

Total # processes

>= 80% ideal scaling

< 80% ideal scaling

30/03/2022

Average IPC 1.34 1.53 1.59 1.64

Frequency [GHz] 1.97 1.98 1.98 1.98
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MPI calls structures: MPI_Allreduce dominates

Paraver MPI timeline zoomed-in region. The 
different plots correspond to the same 
amount of time in the orange rectangle 
shown in the timeline below but for 1 (top), 2 
(middle), and 4 (bottom) nodes.  Moderate 
speed-up is observed.

A repetitive pattern in the MPI calls (see 
Slide 7), is clear at this level of detail. An 
increasing imbalance in the MPI_Allreduce 
dominates the total time in MPI. 

It would be necessary to zoom in further to 
fully resolve the MPI calls. However, due to 
the high Parallel Efficiency no further 
analysis of MPI calls has been performed. 

  

Whole run on 1 node
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Number of instructions: replicate work

Paraver timeline of useful instructions for 1, 2, and 4 nodes. 
Same time-window as in the previous slide. Instructions 
inside MPI calls have been omitted (black regions). 

The same scale is used to better show the patterns. In all the 
cases, three groups of number of instructions can be 
observed:

1. Blue: highest number of total instructions (~2e11);

2. Green: average number of total instructions (~5e10);

3. Yellow: low number of total instructions (~5e9);

In all runs the same three ranges for number of instructions 
and patterns are observed. This indicates the parts of the 
code where no speed-up is achieved.

Below the timeline for the whole run on 1 node. At this scale, 
the first regions (blue/green) have the largest number of 
instructions (>1e13).
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Dyson equation computation

From the table on slide 4, the most time expensive calculation is performed to compute the Dyson Equation, the call hierarchy for 
this function is as follows:

 /response/g0w0.py: function implementation (lines:1003 -- 1168);
 
Call hierarchy inside g0w0.py:

-- calculate():361;
--- calculate_screened_potential():704;
---- calculate_w():896;

Inside calculate_w() the Dyson Equation calculation starts at line 1003 and finishes at line 1168. That part of the code has no 
explicit calls to MPI, additionally its structure is defined by:
 

- One double for-loop with multiple If conditions;
- multiple calls to numpy: np.dot and np.linalg.inv between arrays;
- Functions called are also not parallelized (e.g.: kernels.py:get_coulomb_kernelget_coulomb_kernel());
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Recommendations

● Investigate the poor instruction scaling of the code for the specific parts of the code listed on slide 4;

● Port larger part of the code to MPI so as to distribute the instructions and avoid replication on each 
process:

● Dyson Eq. may be a good candidate part of the code to be parallelized;

● Using INTEL’s implementation of BLAS (MKL) instead of OpenBLAS may speed-up numpy calculations;
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